BELAYAN BLOCK

INDONESIA PETROLEUM REGULAR TENDER BIDDING FIRST ROUND YEAR 2018

LEGEND

: Seismic Line (Mandatory Data Seismic Line)
: Seismic Line (Optional Data Seismic Line)
: Well (Mandatory Data Well)
: Block

MANDATORY DATA VOLUME

Seismic : 1,421.40 Km
Well : 6 Ea
GGR : 4 Title

OPTIONAL DATA VOLUME

Seismic : 2,391.51 Km

MURUNG-1 (1976 TD: 1580 M)
SEGIHAN-1 (1975 TD: 2438 M)
SEBUKULULTA (1975 TD: 2140 M)

BELAYAN BLOCK

PUSAT DATA DAN TEKNOLOGI INFORMASI
(KEMENTERIAN ENERGI DAN SUMBER DAYA MINERAL)
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Sulawesi
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